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�Ɩ�S �ėŞǁļƖļŨŞėĐ�íƪƢķŨƎļŞİ�ƢķļƖ �íƎƢ ļĉ œėɋ � ƢķėƎė�ǂíƖ�í
ƎėĉƪƎƎļŞİ� ļĐėí�ƢķíƢ�íƋƋėíƎėĐɌ �Ƣķė�ƖíƢļƎ ļĉíœ �ŜėŜė�Ũį
ɻØė�œ ļǁė� ļŞ�í�ƖŨĉļėƢǈɊɼ�~įƢėŞɋ �ŨƪƎ�ǂŨƎŐ� ļŞ�ĉœíƖƖėƖ
ĉŨŞƖļƖƢƖ �Ũį �íƖƖļİŞŜėŞƢƖ�ƎėƍƪļƎ ļŞİ�ĉŨŜƋƎėķėŞƖļǁė
ƎėƖėíƎĉķ�íŞĐ�ļŞǁėƖƢļİíƢļŨŞ�ƢķíƢ�ķėœƋ�ƪƖ�įƪœ œǈ
ƪŞĐėƎƖƢíŞĐ�ŨƪƎ�ƖŨĉļėƢǈɊ �¹ķė�ƢķėƖļƖ �ƖƢíƢėŜėŞƢƖ�Ũį �ŨƪƎ
/ŞİœļƖķ�ėƖƖíǈƖ�ŨįƢėŞ�ǂļŞĐ�ĐŨǂŞ�ƢŨ�í�İėŞėƎíœ �ĉƎ ļ Ƣ ļĉ ļƖŜ
Ũį�ƖŨĉļėƢǈɊ �NŨǂėǁėƎɋ �ǂķíƢ� ļƖ � Ƣķė�ƎŨœė�Ũį �ŨƪƎ�ĉƎ ļƢ ļĉ ļƖŜ
ļį �ǂė�ķíǁė�ŞŨƢ�ėǁėŞ�ƋƎíĉƢļĉíœ œǈ �ƢíĉŐœėĐ�Ƣķė� ļƖƖƪėƖ�ǂė
ķíǁė� ļĐėŞƢļį ļėĐ� ļŞ�ƢķļƖ �ėǇíĉƢ�ƖŨĉļėƢǈɑʓ
ʓ
qŨĐėœ �ÀŞļƢėĐ�síƢļŨŞƖ�ɢqÀsɣ�ĉŨŞįėƎėŞĉėƖɋ �íƖļĐė�įƎŨŜ
ĈėļŞİ�í�Ƌœíĉė�ǂķėƎė�ǈŨƪ�ĉíŞ�ĐļƖĉƪƖƖ�ǁíƎļŨƪƖ
ĉŨŞƢėŞƢļŨƪƖɋ � ļŞƢėƎŞíƢļŨŞíœ � ļƖƖƪėƖɋ �íŞĐ�ƋƎŨĐƪĉė
ĐėƢíļœėĐ�ƎėƖŨœƪƢļŨŞƖ�íĐĐƎėƖƖļŞİ�Ƣķė� ļƖƖƪėƖɋ � ļƖ
ƪœƢ ļŜíƢėœǈ�í�ƋœíƢįŨƎŜ�įŨƎ�ǈŨƪ�
ƢŨ�ėǇėƎĉļƖė�ǈŨƪƎ�ĉƎ ļƢ ļĉíœ
íŞĐ�ĉƎėíƢļǁė�ƢķļŞŐļŞİɋ
ƖķíƎė� ļŞƖļİķƢƖɋ �íŞĐ
ĉŨœœíĈŨƎíƢė�ƢŨ�İíļŞ�íŞ
ėƖƖėŞƢļíœ �ƪŞĐėƎƖƢíŞĐļŞİ�Ũį
Ƣķė�ǂŨƎœĐ�ƢŨĐíǈɊ � S Ƣ � ļŞǁŨœǁėƖ
íŞíœǈƖļƖ �íŞĐ�ōƪĐİŜėŞƢ�Ũį
íŞ� ļƖƖƪė�ĐƪƎļŞİ�ƖƋėėĉķėƖ
íŞĐ�ĐėĈíƢė�íŞĐ�ļŞŞŨǁíƢļŞİ
ƪƋŨŞ�ėǇļƖƢ ļŞİ�ėįįŨƎƢƖ �ŨŞ

ļƖƖƪėƖ�ƢŨ�ĐėǁļƖė�
ļ � � � � ļŜƋíĉƢįƪœ �ƖŨœƪƢļŨŞƖɊ � � � � � � � � � � � � �

�ǈ�ÞļǇļŞİ�ɢ/íƖŨŞɣ�èķėŞİ�������gíǈŨƪƢ��ǈ��ŞĐǈ�èėŞİ
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FƎíŞŐœǈɋ �ƋėŨƋœėɋ �ƖŨĉļėƢļėƖɋ �íŞĐ�ļŞƖƢļƢƪƢ ļŨŞƖ�íƎė� ļŜŜėíƖƪƎíĈœǈ
ĉŨŜƋœėǇɊ �ØķėŞ�ƋėŨƋœė�ķėíƎ�íĈŨƪƢ�Ƣķė�ĈƎėíŐļŞİ�ŞėǂƖ�ƖƢŨƎļėƖ
íŞĐ�ĉƎļƖėƖ�ƢíŐļŞİ�Ƌœíĉė�ŨǁėƎ�Ƣķė�ǂŨƎœĐɋ � ƢķėļƎ � ƎėíĉƢļŨŞƖ�Ŝíǈ
ŨįƢėŞ�Ĉė� œ ļŜļƢėĐ�ƢŨ�ǁíİƪė� ļŞĐļįįėƎėŞĉė�ƢŨ�ǁíİƪė�ĉŨŞĉėƎŞɊ
qíŞǈ�Ũį�ǈŨƪɋ �ǂķėŞ�ėǇƋŨƖėĐ�ƢŨ�ĉŨŜŜėŞƢíƎǈ�ŨŞ�ĉƪƎƎėŞƢ�íįįíļƎƖɋ
Ŝíǈ�ǂíŞƢ�ƢŨ�ƖƢėƋ�íǂíǈ�įƎŨŜ�Ƣķė�Ƌļ œė�Ũį �ŜėƖƖ�íŞĐ�ķíǁė�ƖŨŜė
įƎėƖķ�íļƎ Ɋ
¬ƪƎėɋ �ǈŨƪ�ĉŨƪœĐ�íǁŨļĐ�ƢķíƢ�íǂŐǂíƎĐ�ĐļƖĉƪƖƖļŨŞɋ �ĈƪƢ�ƢŨ� ļİŞŨƎė
ļƢ ɋ �ŨƎ � ƢŨ�Ĉė�į ļǇėĐ� ļŞ�í�ƖļŞİœė�ƋƎėĐļƖƋŨƖėĐ�ƋėƎƖƋėĉƢļǁėɋ �ǂļ œ œ
ķíǁė� ļŞƖļĐļŨƪƖ�ėįįėĉƢƖɊ �ØļƢķŨƪƢ�ǈŨƪƎ�ǁŨļĉė�ŨŞ�ǂķŨėǁėƎ�íŞĐ
ǂķíƢėǁėƎ�İŨǁėƎŞƖ�ǈŨƪɋ �ǈŨƪ�íƎė�İļǁļŞİ�ǂíǈ�ƢŨ�í�įƪƢƪƎė�ƢķíƢ�ǈŨƪ
ǂļœ œ �ƋėƎĉėļǁė�íƖ�ŨŞœǈ�ĉŨŞįƪƖļŨŞ�íŞĐ�ĐļƖŨƎĐėƎɋ �í�įƪƢƪƎė� ļŞ
ǂķļĉķ�ǈŨƪ�ǂļœ œ �ǂļƢŞėƖƖ�Ƣķė�ĐėƖƢƎƪĉƢļŨŞ�Ũį �ǈŨƪƎ�ƋŨǂėƎ� ļŞ
ƖŨĉļėƢǈɊ ʓ/ƋļƢŨŜļǒėĐ�ļŞ�ƢķėʓƍƪŨƢíƢļŨŞ�Ũį �ƢķėʓƋŨėƢļĉɮįŨƎŜʓƋŨƖƢɮ
ǂíƎ�ĉŨŞįėƖƖļŨŞ�Ĉǈ�GėƎŜíŞ�gƪƢķėƎíŞ�ƋíƖƢŨƎ�qíƎƢļŞ�sļėŜŲœœėƎ
įŨœ œŨǂļŞİ�Ƣķė�síǒļ ɾƖ �Ǝ ļƖė�ƢŨ�ƋŨǂėƎ�íŞĐ�ƋƪƎİļŞİ�Ũį�İƎŨƪƋƖ
íįƢėƎ �İƎŨƪƋƖɌ

qÀs�ļƖ �í�ƖƪƋėƎĈ�ƖƢíƎƢ ļŞİ�ƋŨļŞƢ �ƢŨ�íƖƖļŜļœíƢė�ƋėƎƖƋėĉƢļǁėƖ
įƎŨŜ�íĉƎŨƖƖ�Ƣķė�İœŨĈė�íŞĐ�ƢŨ�ėǁŨœǁė�ǈŨƪƎ�ǁŨļĉė�ŨŞ
ļŞƢėƎŞíƢļŨŞíœ �ƎėœíƢļŨŞƖ�íŞĐ�ĐļƋœŨŜíĉǈɊ ��ƖļĐė�įƎŨŜ�ƖėƎļŨƪƖ
ĐļƖĉƪƖƖļŨŞ�íŞĐ�ĐėĈíƢė�ŨŞ�Ɩƪĉķ�ƋƎėƖƖļŞİ� ļƖƖƪėƖɋ �qÀs�ļƖ �íœƖŨ
íŞ�ŨƋƋŨƎƢƪŞļƢǈ�įŨƎ �ǈŨƪ�ƢŨ�ĐėǁėœŨƋ�ĉŨŞįļĐėŞĉė� ļŞ�ƖƋėíŐļŞİ�íŞĐ
ǂƎļƢ ļŞİɋ � ļŜƋƎŨǁė�ǈŨƪƎ�İƎíŜŜíƎɋ �ėǇƋíŞĐ�ǈŨƪƎ�ǁŨĉíĈƪœíƎǈɋ �íŞĐ
ŜėėƢ�ŨƢķėƎ�ƖƢƪĐėŞƢƖ�įƎŨŜ�íœœ �ƋíƎƢƖ�Ũį �Ƣķė�ǂŨƎœĐɊ �gėíĐļŞİ�qÀs
Ƣ� � � � ƢķļƖ �ǈėíƎɋ � S �ķŨƋė�ƢķŨƖė�ǂķŨ�ōŨļŞ�ǂļœ œ �ƖƢíǈ�ĉŨŜŜļƢƢėĐ�íŞĐ� � � � � � � � � � � � � �
ļ � � � � � � � į ļŞĐ�Ƣķė�ėǇƋėƎļėŞĉė�ƢŨ�Ĉė�ėŞōŨǈíĈœė�íŞĐ�ŜėíŞļŞİįƪœɊ
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The PYP and MYP/DP 
Production 
By Lennon Ivory
Layout By Mingeon Kim

My experience in school production was fantastically memorable 
because of how fast time seems to go by. One minute, you are on 
the empty stage in the Performing Arts Center, and the next, it is 
performance night. It is hard to describe something like 
production because everyone involved had a different experience. 
Some came to every rehearsal, so they got to see firsthand how 
the set and performances evolved. Some came in every so often, 
meaning every time they would see something completely 
different from last time. My experience was somewhat in the 
middle. In fact, I thought it was surreal seeing the whole thing 
come together and see how every aspect contributed to how it 
turned out in the end. This may be because I do not have that 
much experience with productions compared to most people 
involved, which can tremendously affect the experience with 
something like this. However, everyone involved is given help 
whenever needed, no matter their role.  
 
There is a certain level of fear, however, that everyone 
experiences something like this because no one ever really knows 
how it will turn out. When you first start, it is hard to imagine 
how, for example, would we be able to make an empty stage into 
a city street. Despite the seemingly impossible task, the 
production crews involved work their hardest to make it look as 
pleasing as possible, and this effort shows. To be honest, I wasn’t 
convinced that two rotating platforms would work, but they 
managed to make it seamless and delicate.  
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It’s safe to say that the stress level rises throughout the production, 
which is to be expected, especially for people who haven’t done 

this sort of thing before or at least not that much. Still, there 
always seems to be a certain level of professionalism for lack of a 

better word, when it comes to everyone organizing it: stage 
managers, directors, musicians, props, et cetera. The actors were 
pressured but in a way that is beneficial if that makes sense. For 
example, after auditions, from my experience, at least, you just 

think, “It’s happening later, so I can kinda’ just take my time with 
this.” Maybe not the best mentality...but then leading up to when 

you need to perform, you kind of have to get into gear a little 
more. Candidly, it becomes more real as the days pass. From this, I 

meant in the sense that you work on it and pay attention to it the 
whole time you’re involved, but it is not until you have only weeks 

or even days when you realize that you are doing this. Whether or 
not I partake in future productions, it has been an insightful 

experience. Watching them evolve from an idea to an annual 
public event is admirable.  
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Beginner Band and 
Advanced Orchestra   

Step into the music room. It is three on the 
clock. Clamors bang your ears, people are now 
warming up, preparing for the rehearsal.  
Welcome to the orchestra. 

Dictionary definition of the orchestra is a large instrumental ensemble mostly 
playing western classical music. It can be either purely instrumental or combined 
with a choir. The modern full-scale symphony orchestra consists of 1000 
musicians. The etymology of "orchestra" dates to ancient Greece, and it used to 
describe the place where musicians and dancers perform. The modern form of 
the orchestra was shaped in the early 1600s by Claudio Monteverdi. He wrote a 
piece of music that is played by an ensemble, which was considered pioneering 
at that time. During the 19th century, composers created music pieces that 
required a large scale of an orchestra. However, in the late 20th century, the trend 
changed to minimalism, and composers opted for a smaller size, such as a 
chamber orchestra. This trend is clear in the recently evolving styles of orchestral 
music. 

There are two orchestras in NIS: middle school band (beginner orchestra) and 
advanced orchestra. We practice two to three songs in one semester and 
perform them in various school events: music evening, assemblies, award 
assembly, graduation, et cetera. The middle school band is mostly composed of 
primary students, while middle and upper school students chiefly form the 
advanced orchestra. 

As one of the orchestra kids, who have been in the advanced orchestra for two 
years and beginner orchestra for five years, I recommend you join these 
collaborative musical activities. As a student attending an international school, I 
often wondered what inclusive and collaboration are. Albeit their ubiquity in my 
life, I never knew the exact meaning of the words. Well, however, the answer 
was close by - the orchestra was a perfect example of them. In chamber 
ensembles, people play different instruments from different families. Like 
performers, we are of different races, ages. However, we work together to create 
euphonious harmonies. Therefore, the orchestra is more than just learning a new 
piece of music and getting better at performing. It is the most beautiful way of 
conveying the meaning of collaboration and inclusiveness. 

Step into the music room. It is three on the clock. Harshly discorded sounds bang 
your ears, people are now warming up, preparing for the rehearsal. It might 
sound bad but do not worry because we will get a nice ring to it.

By Sunny Cho  
Layout By Lydia Meng
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